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“ Simplifying

is about gaining control of

your life

and your possessions, creating more time to do the things.

YOU WANT TO DO, & TO SPEND WITH the people you love.

”

— Eleanor Wendy Priesnitz, Editor Natural Life Magazine

Let’s face it.

Life can be complicated—and
messy. And the older we get and the more relationships,
responsibilities and possessions we have, the messier
and more complicated it can become.
That’s why it’s important to de-clutter and simplify from
time to time, and there’s no better time than Spring to
do it. Spring is a time of renewal and rebirth and that
extra sunlight can give us the extra energy we need
to tackle even the most overwhelming of tasks (that’s
why they call it “Spring cleaning”). Whether you love
to clean or hate it, chances are your life could benefit—
in more ways than one—from some simplification and
organization.

If you think it sounds impossible, or that you’re just
naturally messy or disorganized, think again. As it turns
out, tidiness and simplicity aren’t things that come
to anyone naturally. They are skills, like cooking or
balancing a checkbook, and they can be learned.
Whether you’re looking to simplify your life, your
finances, your home or even your email, it may be much
simpler—and far more rewarding—than you think. In
fact, it turns out that de-cluttering and simplifying your
life might just be the key to happiness.
Who knew?

My Plan
Simplicity. Start small.
As the world gets more complex, there has been a growing
movement toward downsizing and creating a simpler life—and
not just after the kids are in college. Some individuals are opting to
forego the big house and stay in their starter home while others are
selling the big house and moving to a condo.
And, did you know that there is something called the "tiny house"
movement, in which people sell it all and move into very tiny homes
typically no bigger than 400 square feet? It's true, and though it
started out as a tiny trend, it is growing day by day.

2. Consolidate your investment assets with one
financial advisor—you’ll gain a better sense of your true
financial picture and can help ensure all of your investments remain
aligned with your needs.
3. Create an automatic investing plan—setting up
regular savings or investment transfers can help you build up your
assets more quickly, while helping you benefit from dollar cost
averaging.*
4. Set up automatic bill pay—when bills get paid
automatically, you’ll never need to pay a late fee again.

What’s driving these trends are people, like you, desiring a simpler,
higher quality life and a better work/life balance. While you may not
be ready for these types of big moves, there are a number of small
ones that you can easily implement to help simplify your life.

5. Schedule automatic annual review reminders—
as time passes and your life changes, so might your insurance
needs or your investment goals—annual reviews can help you keep
your policies and accounts up to date, helping to ensure you are
appropriately protected and on track toward your goals.

Bank on it

Start small.

One of the easiest—and most impactful—ways to start may be to
simplify your financial life. While this may sound impossible, it may
be easier than you think. Here are five ideas to get started:
1. Move all of your bank accounts to one financial
institution—with fewer logins and fewer checkbooks, it will be
easier to keep track of your finances and easier to avoid mistakes.

Bytes of
Advice

Finish Big.

Not ready to downsize your entire life? You can still make some
small changes that will have a big impact on your life in the long run.
Simplifying your finances can help keep you organized, on track,
and may just help you gain some much needed peace of mind.
*Investing involves risk, including loss of principal. When redeemed, an
investment may be worth more or less than the original investment amount.

Downsizing your inbox
Clutter in your life can weigh you down—literally casting a pall over your mood as soon as
you walk in the door. Digital clutter can do the same thing. Having an inbox with thousands
of emails, for example, can cause stress and aggravation—not to mention taking up an
inordinate amount of your time. Experts suggest a few things for staying organized, sane,
and productive with your email:
1. Look at your email only a few set times each day.
2. Immediately delete emails you don’t need (and unsubscribe from the junk ones that
keep coming in).
3. Organize the emails you need into folders so you won’t delete them accidentally.
You can find many other tips for organizing emails and the rest of your digital clutter
at sites like lifehacker.com, theminimalists.com, and many others. And services like
be-organizing.com, cluttersort.com, and others can actually do it for you.

Mother
of Invention

“The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying”
Did your mother tell you that cleaning

2. Keep only the items that bring

your home could help you cleanse

you joy—the flaw in most cleaning

your soul? Well, she may be right. Marie

methods is that they focus on what to get

Kondo, author of “The Life-Changing

rid of. Focusing on what you keep and

Magic of Tidying Up,” can prove it.

only keeping things that truly spark joy in
your heart, is what's truly life-changing.

Focused on cleaning since the age of

And don’t feel guilty getting rid of things

5, Marie would skip recess to organize

like that dress you never wore. According

the books in her class. Obsessed with

to Marie, that dress has taught you

organizing books as a teen, she would

something about what works for you and

throw away countless items from her

simplified your life—and your

what doesn’t, so thank it, get rid of it, and

own room and from those of her family

things—there are many options for

enjoy how much lighter you feel without

as well (which didn’t make them too

the guilt associated with it anymore.

what to do with the things you want

happy). But Marie realized that there was
a flaw to all the methods, as no matter
how much time she spent tidying, things
would get cluttered again.

The cleaning revolution
Marie developed the KonMari method in
her 20s—and it has turned the “tidying”
industry, and indeed the world, on its ear.
In fact, Marie claims that if you do the
method all at once (which, admittedly
could take months for a big home or
family), you will never have to do it again.
The three main keys to her approach are:
1. Organize by category, rather
than room—it may sound strange, but
consider that you may keep clothing in
your bedroom, in the hall closet and in

3. Organize things so you can see
them—Marie’s special method for
folding and storing clothes will blow
your mind (and will revolutionize your
dressers).

Organizing homes—and lives
From trying new careers and losing weight
to getting out of bad marriages and
feeling happier and calmer, Marie Kondo’s
fans credit her method for truly changing
their lives. She is becoming recognized

Once you’ve organized and

to get rid of. You can simply throw
them away. You can sell them (see
Money Muse). Or you can donate
them to a worthy cause (or some
combination of all of the above).
Donation can be a wonderful idea,
as it not only helps you lighten your
physical load, but your spiritual
one as well. There are many worthy
causes that will either provide the
items you donate to people in need

around the world, has won several awards,

or will sell them to raise funds to

and been featured on national TV and in

help the communities they serve.

national magazines. She just published

Many will even pick up the items

her second book, “Spark Joy!” and she’s

from your home, including St. Jude

only 31! We can’t wait to see what else she
will accomplish in the future.

and the Veterans Administration,
both of which pick up items across

the attic. To truly organize your clothes,

the country. There are likely many

you need to go through all of them at

wonderful local charities near you

the same time (and the same is true with
other items as well).

that pick up donations as well.

In Your

Corner

Ask the Experts

Does simplifying and organizing seem overwhelming to you? Don’t
be afraid to ask for help and don’t feel bad if you need it. Very few
people cut their own hair or handle their own legal needs—and this
is no different. Sometimes you just need an objective professional
to help you and that’s what professional organizers are for. These experts (there are probably many close
to you) can help you tackle a closet, a room, an office, or an entire home. You will still have to help because
only you know if you really need that item and only you know if you will really put your boots in the
mudroom. A professional organizer can be the helping hand you need to de-clutter and decompress.

Money
Muse
Trash or
Treasure?
Inevitably, when you
go about trying to
simplify your life,
you will undoubtedly
come across some
hidden treasures
that, although you
no longer want them,
have real value.
Deciding to sell them
could be rewarding in
more ways than one.

We would not suggest you try to sell everything you’ve decided to get rid of—that might add more stress
than it would alleviate—but selling a few things may make sense and there are many ways to do this.
You can take the items to an antique store or consignment shop, or use any number of sites and apps to
sell them (like letgo.com, wallapop.com, carousell.com, and many others).
Don’t have the time (or energy)? Take your things to an ebay store or send them to therealreal.com. Yes,
they charge a hefty percentage of the price, but they do ALL the work.

Save or spend?
Now, as the ultimate goal of the original de-cluttering is to feel happier and more organized, carefully
consider what you do with any money you’ve earned.
If you decide to spend it, try to only purchase things you truly love (remember that if you got rid of
20 striped shirts, there was probably a reason). You could also spend it on a yoga class or guided
meditation that can help you prolong your newfound feeling of contentment. You could even spend
the money on a fun experience for the family or a relaxing one for you—spa day anyone?
And if you decide to save your money, consider where you want to put it. Saving it in your rainy day fund
could help put a smile on your face at some point down the road. And investing it for retirement can
help you feel even closer to your ultimate goal and may provide some peace of mind.
But whichever choice you make, try to make it one that will bring you joy!
Yours,

The Money Muse
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